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Barbara Beebe <bbeebe@wtc.edu> Sun, Oct 25, 2020 at 11:39 PM
To: Faculty <faculty@wtc.edu>, Staff <staff@wtc.edu>, Book Store <bookstore@wtc.edu>, WTC Cafeteria
<cafeteria@wtc.edu>, TD Industries <tdi@wtc.edu>, Nicole DeGuzman <scmdirector@snydertex.com>, adjuncts
<adjuncts@wtc.edu>, Jamie Redwine <jamie.redwine@wtc.edu>, WTC Security <security@wtc.edu>

Good Chilly Evening Everyone!

Looks like we’re in for a taste of what’s to come this winter! With the upcoming nasty weather, stay tuned
for weather-related delays or closures. Hard to believe that after such a beautiful day today, tomorrow looks
like it’ll be COLD and wet, and as the day progresses and then leads into Tuesday, it looks like we’re going
to be in for some freezing rain. As a reminder, in case of a weather-related campus delay or closing, notices
are sent to campus email addresses, and to registered cell phones and other email addresses, using the RAVE
Alert system. If you have not signed up for our RAVE Alerts, you can do so by going to myWTC and
registering your cell phone and any other email address you would like the RAVE Alert to notify.

Unfortunately, new Covid-19 cases are outnumbering recoveries in Scurry County, and the County Covid-19
Conference Calls that Mr. Ramon and I participate in are resuming again tomorrow morning. In Scurry
County, as of Friday the 23rd, there were 17 new positives for a total of 132 Active Cases, 15 new recoveries
for a total of 683 Recovered, and 12 deaths, for a total of 827. At WTC, 2 new faculty/staff positive cases
brought the number of Active Faculty/Staff Cases to 4, Student Active Positive Cases is 7, total Recovered
Cases is 30, for a Total of 41.

Covid-19 is still here, so please do not get complacent. To protect yourself and others, wear a face covering,
practice social distancing and staying away from large gatherings, and wash and sanitize your hands
frequently.

Theodor S. Geisel, aka Dr. Seuss, provides a fitting quote for tomorrow from The Cat in the Hat, 

“The sun did not shine. It was too wet to play. So we sat in the house. All that cold, cold, wet day.”

Stay Safe, STAY WARM, and Stay Well!
Barb
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